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Abstract: The interaction of waves and ice is of significant relevance for engineers, oceanographers
and climate scientists. In-situ measurements are costly and bear uncertainties due to unknown
boundary conditions. Therefore, physical laboratory experiments in ice tanks are an important
alternative to validate theories or investigate particular effects of interest. Ice tanks use model ice
which has down-scaled sea ice properties. This model ice in ice tanks holds disadvantages due to its
low stiffness and non-linear behavior which is not in scale to sea ice, but is of particular relevance in
wave-ice interactions. With decreasing stiffness steeper waves are required to reach critical stresses
for ice breaking, while the non-linear, respectively non-elastic, deformation behavior is associated
with high wave damping. Both are scale effects and do not allow the direct transfer of model scale test
results to scenarios with sea ice. Therefore, the alternative modeling approach of Model Ice of Virtual
Equivalent Thickness (MIVET) is introduced. Its performance is tested in physical experiments and
compared to conventional model ice. The results show that the excessive damping of conventional
model ice can be reduced successfully, while the scaling of the wave induced ice break-up still
requires research and testing. In conclusion, the results obtained are considered a proof of concept of
MIVET for wave-ice interaction problems.

Keywords: model ice; wave-ice interaction; wave-damping; scaling; MIVET

1. Introduction

The interaction of waves and ice is of significance for the forecast of wave propagation
through ice and its possible break-up. Consequently, better insights on wave-ice interaction
serves oceanographers and climate scientists to increase the predictability of changes in
the sea ice coverage and related effects [1,2]. Also safe operations of shipping traffic and
fixed structures require reliable prediction of the oceanic conditions and especially the ice
conditions as well as the combination of waves and ice [3]. Furthermore, the ice induced
attenuation of wave amplitude and wave energy plays a role in coastal protection and near
shore sediment transport [4].

The investigation of certain phenomena or the validation of theories and models in
wave-ice interaction can be done in refrigerated wave tanks [5]. This however requires an
appropriate modeling of the governing properties and parameters. We emphasize here
that the focus of this work is the physical modeling of continuous solid level ice sheets
and related wave-ice interactions. In order to provide a holistic overview also the effect of
broken ice in waves is briefly reviewed to highlight differences to solid level ice sheets.

A continuous level ice sheet can be modeled or represented with a thin elastic plate
while broken floes smaller than the wavelength can be represented with the mass loading
model and the viscous layer model is suitable for grease ice [6–8]. Flexure dominates
the interaction between solid ice and waves requiring a well modeled flexural rigidity [9].
Furthermore, Fox [9] stated that the scaling of the characteristic length would allow a
flexural response equivalent to field tests. The proposed scaling approach by Fox [9] applies
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to long waves, with the relationship of the wave number, k, and the wave frequency, ω,
being k ∝ ω2 which means no dependency of the ice mass or its thickness on the dispersion
relation. For short periods and wavelengths k ∝ ω2/5/h3/5, while the ice thickness
dependency can be added through the flexural rigidity. A dependency on the mass density
ρh is not significant and therefore the impact of the correctly modeled thickness appears
small compared to the flexural rigidity [9]. Also in a numerical exercise with zero mass the
encountered error is found small [9].

Dispersion relations for waves in level ice do not account for attenuation see e.g., Fox [9]
or Liu and Mollo-Christensen [10] (see also Appendix A). In order to account for wave
attenuation in the Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ) Kohout and Meylan [11] presented a model
based on elastic plates combined with an energy related attenuation obtained from full-scale
measurements. Broström and Christensen [12] stated that the propagation of waves in solid
ice is subjected to little disturbances meaning that waves can travel over long distances
in solid ice. The latter is a possible explanation for observed long period waves induced
breakup in significant distances (≈300 km from the ice edge [1]). The observations of
Prinsenberg and Petersen [1] refer to dense pack ice. However, it needs to be acknowledged
that a solid ice cover is a rather theoretical consideration as irregularities such as open
leads or ridges occur over long ranges, but cause relatively small dissipation of wave
energy [12]. Independently of the occurrence of the ice additional energy dissipation is
caused by viscous energy dissipation at the water-ice interface and irreversible deformation
(e.g., creep) of the ice [10,12,13]. The reflection of waves at the ice edge may be another sink
of wave energy, but is considered of minor significance when the wavelengths is much
greater than the ice thickness [6]. As the latter applies to the work presented in this paper
and is therefore not further addressed (wavelength/ice thickness ≈ O(2)−O(3)).

The damping of waves is of little significance, when air represents the upper boundary.
However, already the presence of a thin visco-elastic boundary layer on top of the water
such as a film of oil enforces the damping of waves [14]. The implication of visco-elasticity
is that the wave introduces strain energy into the ice, which is not fully returned as the
restoring of the ice is slower than the propagation of the wave. Consequently, wave
energy is dissipated leading to wave damping respectively an attenuation of the wave
amplitude. If the ice would deform plastically no energy would be returned to the wave
attenuation is increased. The application of a visco-elastic layer to model the wave-ice
interaction described by Wang and Shen [15] serves the purpose to model the global
interaction between ice and waves including the attenuation. This approach models an
average behavior, as the model of Wang and Shen [15] embraces the elastic behavior of ice
floes larger than the wavelength and the viscous effect originating from frazil or ice floes
that are much smaller than the wavelength. In non-scaled experiments [16] with relatively
small waves, i.e., an open water amplitude of max 5 mm and a 10 mm thick fresh water ice
sheet, it is found that the continuous ice sheet attenuates waves more than broken floes.
However, the findings are very limited as ice properties are not scaled and stands against
the previously stated low attenuation of waves in solid ice. This however, highlights the
importance of conducting scaled experiments to verify such findings.

Squire [6] furthermore reported a number of experiments using other materials than
ice with viscous properties. The latter might also be due to a lack of experimental facilities
that can combine waves and actual ice as only two large ice tanks have a wave maker, which
are Aalto University and the Hamburg Ship Model Basin (HSVA), while the University of
Melbourne has a smaller refrigerated wave flume. Despite all experiments conducted have
their validity, it is strongly emphasized that only the usage of model ice respectively scaled
ice in experiments allows investigating the influence of actual ice specific properties on
the waves.

Model ice has been developed in various ice tanks to scale the ice-breaking forces
acting on a ships and therewith their resistance in ice [17–19]. Consequently, the emphasis
is to scale the stresses at failure correctly as those directly reflect the loading required to
break the ice. The maintenance of Froude and Cauchy similitude [20] is established as
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state of the art for the scaling of ice properties for ship-ice interaction with emphesis of
ice failing in downward flexure. In order to scale the elastic stiffness it is postulated that
the non-dimensional ratio E

σf
≥ 2000 [17,21] is maintained in any scale. More recent data

available in Timco and Weeks [22] indicate that even values in the range of E
σf
≈ 8000

seem realistic.
A detailed investigation of a fine-grained (FG) model ice indicated that the ice holds

a significant plastic regime reducing the global stiffness considerably [23,24] and limits
therewith the scalability of the ice [25,26]. In von Bock und Polach et al. [27] it is indicated
that a highly non-linear deformation behavior of the model ice and its low stiffness seem
to be inherent properties of model ice and appear to be independent of crystal structure
or added chemicals. In consequence, the target ratio E

σf
≥ 2000 is usually not even met

for the stiffness in the linear elastic regime 1 (Figure 1) and the average stiffness (regime 3,
Figure 1) is even one order of magnitude lower. Regime 2 is the non-linear or plastic
part. If the model ice was fully linear elastic regime 1 and 3 would be identical, while
regime 2 vanishes. Regime 2 increases with the increase of the difference between regime 1
and regime 3. The relationship of the two slopes of regime 1 and regime 3, the degree of
non-linearity or plasticity pr can be determined according to Equation (1) [27].

pr =
(

1− regime 3
regime 1

)
· 100%. (1)

Figure 1. The idealized actual deformation behavior of model ice (regimes 1,2) and the deformation
behavior with an average stiffness (regime 3). Note: this is an idealization and regime 2 is usually
very non-linear.

The slopes are directly determined from the measured force displacement curves
as the determination of the actual stiffness requires detailed a specimen geometry and
a model to re-calculate the stiffness. However, both are usually not available in daily
ice tank operations and therewith the usage of the force displacement curve is the most
practical approach.

Model ice with a compliance much higher than the scaled target value allows more
deformation prior to failure which in terms of wave-ice interaction means that a critical
wave steepness at ice break-up is not reflected correctly. Voermans et al. [28] defined a
non-dimensional ice break-up parameter Ibr being a function of elastic strain, relative
thickness and wave steepness showing reasonable agreement with full-scale observations.
This highlights the significance of the correctly modeled elastic stiffness. The plasticity
model ice reduces elastic restoring forces which can lead to significant damping [29] that is
not in scale.
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A series of wave-ice experiments in model ice was presented in Passerotti et al. [30],
where the stiffness respectively the elastic modulus of the waves were around one to two
orders of magnitude below target with a significant non-linearity of the model ice being
around pr = 80%. The encountered wave damping was significant resulting in damping
of around 50% after five wave-length. Furthermore, it was found that the frequency
dependent exponential attenuation in level model ice is similar to observations in the
MIZ [31,32]. However, the attenuation in pack ice or the MIZ is in nature more pronounced
than in level ice, which is why broken ice floes are modeled with viscous-elastic models,
while level ice is usually represented with elastic models.

As the compiled state of the art reflects, the attenuation of waves under solid ice has
not received much attention in comparison to other processes such as the wave ice-floe
scattering process in the MIZ [12]. However, it appears established that wave scattering
processes lead to an increased wave attenuation in broken ice fields such as the MIZ [31,32],
compared to solid level ice. Therefore, the strong attenuation observed in level ice model
tests [30] that appears comparable to that in the MIZ [32] is considered a scale effect. This
is likely to be triggered by the inherent plasticity or therewith associated properties of the
model ice [27]. In consequence, it is deemed necessary to provide an alternative model ice
that allows the physical modeling and the investigation of complex wave-ice interaction
phenomena as in Hartmann et al. [5].

2. The Governing Parameters in Wave-Ice Interaction
2.1. Critical Stresses Induced by Waves

Ice that is deformed by a wave responds with elastic restoring forces to return to the
original equilibrium condition. This deformation causes flexural stresses within the ice
sheet. The occurring flexural stress, σx, in longitudinal direction (x) is defined according
to the Kirchhoff-plate theory by Equation (2), with the elastic modulus, E, the Poisson
ratio, ν, the distance from the neutral axis, z, and the curvatures, κ, reflected by the second
derivatives of the plate deflection, w, with respect to the two coordinate directions.

σx = − E
(1− ν2)

z
(

∂2w
∂x2 + ν

∂2w
∂y2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ

(2)

For long crested waves, the curvature with respect to the y-coordinate can be neglected,
i.e., ∂2w/∂y2 = 0, and the curvature is re-defined according to Equation (3).

κ =
∂2w(x)

∂x2 (3)

In wave-ice interaction, the curvature of the ice sheet is defined by the shape of the
wave, ζ, as a function of space, x, and time, t, in dependence of its maximum amplitude,
ζa, the wave number, k, and the angular wave frequency, ω, defined in Equation (4).

ζ(x, t) = ζa sin(kx−ωt) (4)

For simplicity, the elevation of the wave is treated as stationary problem and therefore
time independent with t = 0. During the wave-ice interaction the ice takes the shape of the
wave leading to w(x) = ζ(x). Consequently, the curvature of the ice plate, κ, in Equation (3)
is expressed by using the wave shape at t = 0 from Equation (4). The highest stresses are
considered critical which occurs when the sine contribution in Equation (5) equals 1 at
kx = π/2 as in Equation (5).
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κ = −k2ζa sin(kx) (5)

with : kx = π/2

κ = −k2ζa

Combining the curvature of the wave shape (Equation (5)) with the plate equation
(Equation (2)) provides the relationship between the ice properties and the critical wave
steepness, ka, in Equation (6). The critical stress, σx in Equation (2), causing ice break-up is
the flexural strength, σf , that occurs in the outer fiber of the ice at z = h/2, with h being
the ice thickness.

Equation (6) represents the critical wave steepness, ka, containing the critical strain as
the reverse ratio of E

σf
, and reflects the significance of the ice stiffness for wave induced

break-up. A similar procedure is used by Dumont et al. [33] to determine the floe size
caused by wave induced break up of level ice.

ka =
σf

E
2(1− ν2)

hk
(6)

2.2. Scaling

As a reminder, the presented scaling approach aims towards the physical modeling
of the wave propagation through level ice with low damping as well as wave-induced
break-up of level ice. This section develops non-dimensional scaling numbers relevant
for wave-ice interaction. As these are dimensionless their values in full scale and model
scale need to be identical. Consequently, these dimensionless numbers serve two purposes:
first they allow formulating target values for parameters contained in the dimensionless
numbers and secondly they allow assessing the quality of the produced model ice sheet.

It is identified that the elasticity respectively the stiffness plays an eminent role for
the propagation of waves in ice. Therefore, regarding the ice properties and the definition
of the ice properties the Ice Stiffness Number, Isn, is defined as non-dimensional parameter
by applying the Buckingham-Π Theorem [34]. The parameter is considered as a function
of the elastic modulus, E, the gravitational acceleration, g, the ice density, ρ and the ice
thickness, h. According to the Buckingham-Π Theorem, the properties can be reflected by
one dimensionless parameter and Isn is defined in Equation (7).

Isn =
E

ρgh
(7)

Isn represents an equivalent to the ratio of the characteristic length and the ice thick-
ness [35]. The characteristic length is also proposed by Fox [9] as parameter to be scaled.
However, the interpretation of the characteristic length seems to vary in literature and
furthermore it contains the plate stiffness modulus, which requires the Poisson’s ratio
of the ice. The numerical value of the latter still requires clarity [22] and therefore Isn is
considered to be more straight forward for experimental applications.

With respect to the break-up of ice due to waves, the maximum sustainable flex-
ural stress, the flexural strength, σf , plays a significant role. With respect to earlier
work [17,20,21], it is emphasized to maintain the inverse critical strain (Equation (8)) for
which a value greater 2000 is proposed. The numerical value of this ratio may however be
replaced by a more appropriate value if applicable.

E
σf
≥ 2000 (8)
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Regarding the wave induced break-up, Voermans et al. [28] introduced the parameter,
Ibr, (Equation (9)) for a linear elastic problem with the wavelength, λ. On the basis of a
comparison with full-scale data a critical value of Ibr ≈ 0.014 is proposed.

Ibr =
ζahE
σf λ2 (9)

The scaling of wave related problems requires also the maintenance of the long
established Froude similitude which is the ratio of inertia and gravity forces [36]. The latter
is especially important for the scaling of time as this information cannot be derived from
the earlier proposed relationships in Equations (7)–(9).

2.3. Additional Scaling and Virtual Thickness

The basis of this consideration is the actual behavior of model ice meaning its non-
linear behavior in bending [27]. This behavior is not intended, but inherent due to physical
constrains in the production process.

On the basis of geometrical scaling while maintaining the non-dimensional numbers
stated above it is proposed to produce thinner, but stronger ice. In the production process
of conventional model ice significant tempering is applied to reduce its strength. It is
considered that this process contributes significantly to the non-linear behavior. An increase
in flexural strength also increases the elastic modulus. The strength of ice can be increased
by additional refrigeration which reduces the size of brine pockets or in case of other model
ice the size of chemical liquid pockets. This reduction consequently allows an increase and
strengthening of freeze bonds within the ice. This effect is seen in the compiled regression
formulas for various strength parameters and the elastic modulus of sea ice [22,37].

In von Bock und Polach [24] it was shown that the top layer of conventional model
ice, where the thickness is geometrically scaled, carries most of the strength. The presumed
cause is that thicker ice has an even stronger and thicker top-layer which contain limited
instituted liquid voids due to the small thermal insulation as low ice layers [29]. This top
layer is the main modeling objective as the contribution to strength or elasticity of the lower
layers is relatively small [24], but its exact contribution requires a significant effort which
is not practical [23,24,38]. The approach of generating a Model Ice of Virtual Equivalent
Thickness, MIVET, is the modeling of thin strong ice with a high elastic modulus that
satisfies Isn in Equation (7). In order to ensure that the thinner MIVET model ice breaks
at the same external load as the commonly scaled model ice [39] requires the scaling
of the critical bending moment, Mb. The latter is based on the cantilever beam tests
for determining the flexural strength, σf , as this is the practical instance to be tested
(Equation (10)), with the cantilever beam width, b, and the ice thickness, h.

σf =
6Mb
bh2 (10)

In order to maintain Mb, when the thickness of MIVET is altered by the factor a,
hMIVET = h/a, the measured strength of the ice is to be increased by the square of factor a,
as shown in Equation (11).

σf · a2 =
6Mb

bh2
MIVET

(11)

Apart from the altercation in Equation (11) geometric modeling is maintained. The re-
duction of thickness is directly affecting the mass of the ice which is not scaled correctly
anymore. However, it is shown in Fox [9] that even with a mass equal zero the encountered
error is small for waves propagating in solid ice sheet. It needs to be emphasized again
that the proposed scaling approach of MIVET is valid for waves propagating in solid ice
sheets following the idea of case based scaling [29] and is not considered as universally
applicable approach.
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3. Experiments

The experiments are conducted at the large ice tank of the Hamburg Ship Model
Basin (HSVA). The experiments consisted of two series, whereas series 1000 (S1000) used
conventional model ice [19] and series 2000 (S2000) a model ice that is close towards the
proposed modeling approach. It must be acknowledged that production of conventional
model ice required a significant amount of development and testing over decades. A similar
learning was not available for S2000 and hence its properties were not entirely as desired,
i.e., thin and no plasticity, but nevertheless significantly improved compared to S1000.

3.1. Model Ice Production and Properties

The initial steps of the ice sheet production is identical for both ice sheets. A fine
water fog acts as seed for crystals from which small crystals grew into the water. In the
process small air bubbles have been added from the bottom to become part of the ice
matrix. In S2000 the freezing and growth phase is stopped earlier as the target thickness
was 5 mm–7 mm instead of 24 mm in S1000. In S1000, the flexural strength is adjusted
by tempering to a common value of σf ≈ 40 kPa. The objective is not to scale a certain
full-scale scenario, but to compare the performance of conventional model ice with the
new MIVET ice. However, for reference the flexural strength of sea ice is around 600 kPa
leading to a scaling factor of λ = 15 and a corresponding ice thickness in full scale of
around 40 cm reflecting first year ice properties. Figure 2 shows the temperature history
of the production of both ice sheets. The process starts with seeding followed by strong
cooling to grow the ice. Both phases are in case of MIVET significantly shorter and also the
temperature during the tempering phase is much lower. The tempering phase weakens the
ice to adjust the strength to target values. The latter is not intended for MIVET, where the
objective was to make the ice as hard and stiff as possible and to reduce plasticity. However,
the temperature needs to be risen to prevent further ice growth which did not fully succeed
as some growth after cooling is encountered. The temperature histories are aligned at the
beginning to the experiments (Figure 2) to visually distinguish the differences between both.
The temperature in the tank is stratified and therewith the temperature measurements
provide only a relative comparison as the temperature on ice sheet level is lower.

Figure 2. Temperature history of the ice production process. The temperature rise in the tempering
phase of both ice sheets is aligned for a better comparison. The temperature is measured ≈ 2 m above
the ice sheet. The gaps in the measurement history are caused by the retraction of the thermometer
for operational reasons.

The flexural strength is determined according to the procedures of the International
Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) [39]. Figures 3 and 4 show a representative flexural
strength measurement of both series. The plotted line S1 reflects the assumed linear
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elastic domain and S3 the global reference stiffness corresponding to the illustration in
Figure 1.

The stiffness and corresponding strength values found in Table 1 are determined with
a linear elastic finite element model as the analytical model of a clamped cantilever beam
discards the deflection of the adjacent ice sheet (Figure 5) which can introduce a significant
error in the elastic modulus calculation. For this reason models including the adjacent ice
sheet have already been used before [24,25].

Figure 3. Force-displacement signal of a flexural strength measurement with conventional model ice
(S1000). The slope S1 marks the initial linear deformation behavior and S3 the representative average
linear deformation behavior.

Figure 4. Force-displacement signal of a flexural strength measurement with MIVET model ice
(S2000). The slope S1 marks the initial linear deformation behavior and S3 the representative average
linear deformation behavior.

Figure 5. Qualitative illustration of the deflecting ice beam in the experiments and its accurate
representation in the finite element model (left) versus an analytical cantilever beam model (right).
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Table 1. Measured and simulated ice properties of S1000 and S2000, with S2000 MIVET. S2000 MIVET is set into relationship
to S1000 and represents target properties based on Equation (11) and a = 2.7.

Thickness Flexural E_Mod S1 E_Mod S3 Elastic Stress Non- E1/ρ g h
Strength, σ f Nom σ1 Max σ1 Linearity Isn

[mm] [kPa] [MPa] [MPa] [kPa] [kPa] [%]

S1000 24 39.3 12 3.6 11.1 19.4 67.8 6.0× 104

S2000 9 55.5 20 11.4 28.3 46.8 35.0 2.8× 105

(MIVET)

MIVET target 9 286.1 80 140

The geometry of the finite element model accounts for the adjacent ice sheet as
displayed in Figure 6. The finite element model consists of 8-node solids with 4 mm edge
length which refers to a converged mesh refinement. The model includes the root radius
and the intact ice sheet behind the cantilever beam to represent the experimental setting
adequately (see also [24,25]). The boundary conditions at the bottom are represented by
non-linear springs that apply a linear buoyancy force until the top side of the beam is
submerged at which point the buoyancy force stops increasing. The mesh is not refined at
the corner-radii, at the transition between beam and ice sheet (Figure 6), and therefore the
maximum stresses contain limited information.

Figure 6. Geometry of the FE model which includes a part of the adjacent ice sheet.

Table 1 displays the properties of the two generated ice sheets. A comparison of the
determined properties of MIVET (S2000) with target values reveals that those properties
are not fully met.

The ice properties compiled in Table 1 show the desired effect that the non-linearity
of the MIVET ice (S2000) is significantly reduced compared to the conventional model ice
(S1000) while the stiffness of the MIVET is significantly increased as well as σ1 (see also
Figures 3 and 4).

The density of the model ice in S1000 is 860 kg/m3 and for MIVET 822 kg/m3 which
is feed into the ice stiffness number in Table 1.

3.2. Set-Up of Wave-Ice Interaction Experiments

Figure 7 presents the schematic side-view of the ice tank set-up for both test campaigns.
The ice tank features a length of 78 m, a width of 10 m and the water depth was set to 2.47 m
of constant depth. The waves were generated by a fully computer controlled electrically
driven flap-type wave generator. The control software of the wave generator enables the
generation of regular waves, irregular sea states as well as tailored wave sequences to
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be defined at the wave board. On the opposite side of the ice tank, a wave absorbing
beach is installed consisting of several crossbars with space in between. Nevertheless,
the length of the wave signals at the wave generator and the measuring duration as well as
the subsequent evaluation, respectively, were selected in such a way that the influence of
reflecting waves can be excluded.

10 20 30 40 50

dx= 0.1m

Arraynofnpassivenmarkers

beachwavenboard

Ultrasonicnsensors

0

∆xn =1.95mW ∆xn=51mi

-1.95

Figure 7. Experimental test set-up.

The free floating ice sheet was cut free at the tank wall and moved towards the wave
board to have only a small open water area of 4xw = 1.95 m in front of the ice sheet.
The length of the ice sheet was4xi = 51 m.

In order to detect the vertical displacement of the ice, the set-up consisted of several
active as well as passive measuring devices. As active devices, 12 ultrasonic sensors (us)
were installed along the tank. Table A1 in Appendix B provides the technical details
about the us sensors from Ultralab (eight sensors of type 2001300 and four of type 30250).
In addition, 50 passive markers (pm) were placed in the middle of the ice sheet with
an equidistant distance of dx = 0.1 m. As pm, spheres with a diameter of 19 mm were
used being able to reflect the invisible infrared light. The pm were positioned frozen
solid on the ice sheet, so that the pm motion follows the surface elevation of the ice sheet.
The established motion capture system Qualisys were used to record the motion of the pm.

3.3. Experimental Program and Generated Waves

For the efficient determination of ice characteristics in terms of wave-ice interaction,
the transient wave package (TWP) technique was applied. TWP’s are deterministic wave
groups, where both the amplitude spectrum and the associated phases are tailor-made
manipulated. One major benefit of TWP’s is the possibility to determine the response
amplitude operator (RAO) of a structure in a single test run being well established in
ocean engineering e.g., [40–46]. In the context of wave-ice interaction investigations, RAO
denotes the determination of ice characteristics in terms of wave damping between two
locations (measuring points) over a wide frequency range. Furthermore, the dispersion
relation of the underlying wave components of the TWP are also obtained via one test
run over a wide frequency range. Klein et al. [47] have introduced the TWP technique to
wave-ice interaction model test. They have shown that TWP’s are not only suitable but very
efficient for wave-ice interaction investigations. An overview over the TWP concept used
in our experiments is found in Figure 8 and for further reading we refer to Klein et al. [47].

The experimental program comprised the generation of one TWP and regular wave
groups of short duration. The TWP parameters were chosen in such a way that a significant
ice sheet deflection or even breaking of the ice was excluded and read

ζmax = 0.02 m, ωmin = 2
rad

s
, ωmax = 8

rad
s

and xcp = 70 m. (12)

The investigated regular wave groups (RWG) comprised varying wave periods and
wave steepness ε = kwζa. For this study, only three are relevant, namely those breaking
the ice, which are presented in Table 2.
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Figure 8. Overview of the TWP concept [47].

Table 2. Wave properties at which ice breaking is observed.

Type Wave Number Steepness Stress Ibrk [rad/m] ka [rad] σw [kPa]

Model ice (S1000) RWG 3.9 0.025 & 0.035 15.6 & 21.8 0.0456 & 0.0457
MIVET (S2000) RWG 3.8 0.1 38.4 0.0451

3.4. Experimental Results

The wave spectrum of the TWP, determined at four locations along the tank length, is
compared for conventional model ice (blue curves) and MIVET (red curves) in Figure 9.
For the conventional model ice, a significant change of the spectrum is evident. In this ice,
a significant damping evolution is observed that basically damps out waves with frequency
components with ω ≥ 6 rad/s. Some damping also occurs for MIVET, but significantly
less pronounced.

Figure 9. Change of the wave spectra in the two ice sheets over four measurement locations along
the length of the tank. The attenuation of the conventional model ice, S1000, is more pronounced
than for MIVET.
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For ice-covered waves, the damping follows a frequency dependent exponential decay

α(ωn) = −
ln(an(ωn))

dx
. (13)

The attenuation coefficient an(ωn) describes the decay of the wave amplitude between
two measuring points in space and dx represents the distance along wave propagation
between these two points. For ice-covered wave spectra Sζ , the attenuation coefficient reads

an(ωn) =

√
Sζdx

(ωn)

Sζ(ωn)
, (14)

the index dx indicates the second measuring point downstream the wave propagation
and the frequency-dependent attenuation coefficient also depends on the distance dx of
the two signals. Equation (14) depicts a classical response amplitude operator (RAO).
The application of TWP enables the determination of the attenuation coefficient with one
test run over a wide frequency range and the Fourier transform depicts the analytical basis
for this approach.

Figure 10 illustrates the results of this calculation, the blue curves present the results for
the model ice (S1000) and the gray curves for MIVET (S2000). The light grey and light blue
curve, respectively, present the results of the damping calculation (Equations (13) and (14))
showing that scattering starts at approximately ω ≥ 6 rad/s and leads to unusable results
at approximately ω ≥ 7 rad/s. The reasons for this are to be found in the measurement
inaccuracies at the boundaries of the TWP spectrum resulting in unrealistic values for the
attenuation coefficients for ω ≥ 7 rad/s, which consequently causes also incorrect results
for the frequency-dependent attenuation coefficient for ω ≥ 7 rad/s. However, the applica-
tion of an exponential fit function (grey and blue curve) between 2 rad/s ≤ ω ≤ 7 rad/s
provides also appropriate results outside this range as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Damping coefficient for MIVET (S2000) and conventional model ice (S1000) together with
an exponential fit.

The damping coefficients for both ice sheets are approximately zero up to ω = 3 rad/s,
which denotes that the respective amplitudes did not changed, i.e., these wave frequencies
require a significant longer ice sheet in order to measure damping. From there on, the damp-
ing coefficients in both ice types start to deviate significantly. While the damping in the
conventional model ice (S1000) increases strongly (Figure 10) and frequencies ω ≥ 6 rad/s
are damped out completely at the end of the run length (Figure 9). In comparison the
damping coefficient in MIVET (S2000) is significantly reduced and the wave spectrum
undergo relatively small changes over the run length (Figure 9).
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Subsequently, after the TWP experiment, the wave properties of the RWG are continu-
ously changed until ice breaking is observed. The compiled data is found in Table 2 which
includes the ice breaking number Ibr, Equation (9) [28]. The wave stress, σw, is the flexural
stress applied onto the ice sheet by the wave following Equations (2) and (6).

The measurements of the wave spectra run through the ice sheets of S1000 and S2000
show that the damping in S2000 is significantly reduced.

4. Analysis and Discussion

A new approach is presented establishing physical model ice for wave-ice interaction.
The approach connects theoretical considerations combined with practical facilities, respec-
tively limitations, implied by the production process and the resulting ice properties. The
method is based on the high significance of an elastic modulus correctly scaled and the
relatively low relevance of the correctly scaled mass of the ice thickness [9]. The presented
approach sacrifices the correct scaling of thickness and mass in order to establish a better
scaling of waves in ice. It is to be noted that model ice and its production is a process
between art and engineering requiring experience, research and development. Consequently,
the MIVET produced in S2000 did not meet the properties as the strength was still lower
and the thickness higher than intended due to the growth after cooling was stopped.

Two dimensionless numbers are introduced for scaling, whereas Isn is newly intro-
duced to account for the required stiffness and Ibr is introduced by Voermans et al. [28] to
define the critical combination of wave properties and ice properties that cause breaking.
The Isn of the MIVET is one order of magnitude greater than of the conventional model ice
(S1000). A comparison with actual sea ice values is made with the following parameters:
elastic modulus of 2 GPa, a density of 917 kg/m3 with a thickness range of 0.5 m–1.5 m.
This results in an Isn = 4.4 ×105 − 1.5 ×105 which is the same order of magnitude as for
MIVET and suggests reasonable agreement with the obtained properties.

The comparison of ice properties of MIVET and conventional model ice (Figures 3 and 4,
and Table 1) indicates that it succeeded to significantly increase both initial and global
stiffness, while reducing the non-linearity or plasticity of the ice. It also succeeded to reduce
the wave damping significantly compared to conventional model ice (Figures 9 and 10)
and is therewith considered as a proof of concept of the method. The non-linearity is
reduced from nearly 70% to 30% for MIVET, while the difference in damping between the
conventional model ice and MIVET ranges from 0–100% depending on the wave frequency.
As observed in earlier experiments with granular conventional model ice (pr = 80% [30]),
the damping in conventional model ice is high and it also acts as a low pass filter as in
S1000 where angular wave frequencies above 6 rad/s are filtered out. Some damping in
MIVET is present, but it is less pronounced and it remains to be investigated whether the
remaining damping refers to the present non-linearity or the wave-ice interface which is
identical for S1000 and S2000.

The stresses at failure (Table 2) are well below the flexural strength and in the range
of what is considered the elastic limit. Consequently, the damped waves occur within the
elastic stress regime and therewith the ice plasticity is no direct explanation for the strong
damping. However, there seems to be a strong correlation between non-linearity and
damping which possibly correlates with the visco-elastic properties and is to be addressed
in future research. Despite the MIVET ice has not met the target properties the difference
in damping compared to the regular model ice in S1000, it is shown that the method allows
the adjustment of damping already at this stage, while full scale values for solid ice are
still pending.

The break-up of the ice occurred at stresses below the flexural strength and it remains
to be clarified whether fatigue effects degenerated the strength or if the strain rate effects
play a role. The flexural strength is tested at strain rates 10−3 s−1, while the strain rates at
wave-ice interaction are two orders of magnitude higher in the range 10−1 s−1 according
to Equation (15) [33]. Equation (15) is derived based on the strain in Equation (2) in
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combination with the wave frequency. The strain rates at failure for model ice in S1000 is
0.3 s−1 and 0.8 s−1 for MIVET.

ε̇ =
k2a

1− ν2 z
√

kg
π

(15)

The breaking of the modeled ice sheets occurred at Ibr at the same order of magnitude,
but around three times higher than the critical value derived from full scale [28] with
Ibr ≈ 0.014. The transfer-function of the flexural stress in the ice sheet relative to wave
amplitude, σ/ζa, (Figure 11) shows a relatively small difference between the two modeled
ice sheets regarding the elastic stress states, but a significant difference to a model ice of
24 mm thickness with perfectly scaled material properties, i.e., complying with Froude
similitude and complying with Equation (8). The transfer function is defined with the data
in Table 1 and more details are found in Appendix A.

Figure 11. Stress RAO for the two tested ice sheets and a model ice with properties perfectly in scale.

The introduced MIVET model ice fulfills its purpose by increasing the elastic modulus
and reducing both significantly, the non-linearity of the ice and its induced wave damping.
The break-up of the ice sheet by waves does not yet comply with the targets and requires
future work. The production of MIVET has additionally the favorable economic component
that it requires less production time while one day of tank time is required instead of two
days. Consequently, a more experiments can be conducted in less tank time while reducing
costs per ice sheet.

5. Conclusions

The new physical modeling approach of the Model Ice of Virtual Equivalent Thickness
(MIVET) is presented and tested in wave-ice interaction. In this approach the objective
is to obtain an elastic stiffness which is in scale. On the basis of ice physics and the
relationships between mechanical properties the elastic modulus is increased with an
increase of the flexural strength. Therefore, the target is to scale the critical bending
moment at which failure occurs by increasing the flexural strength while decreasing the
thickness. This method allows the reduction of the strong damping in solid level ice which
is considered a scale effect of conventional model ice. The compliance of model ice and
its high non-linearity when the thickness is scaled correctly refers to the constraints in the
production process. Despite the MIVET did not exactly reach target properties it succeeded
to increase the stiffness (elastic modulus) while reducing both non-linearity and wave
damping. The experiments are considered a proof of concept that MIVET is capable to
reflect wave-ice interaction in a level ice sheet. The results are considered satisfying given
the constraint that no experience with the production of MIVET is available and we had
only one attempt to produce MIVET, while the development of conventional model ice
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took decades. The modeling of ice breaking requires future research as some questions
regarding the critical failure strength remain open. The latter might be solved when MIVET
with target properties is produced which however also requires more research, practice
and experience.

6. Patents

The production of MIVET is defined in patent PCT/EP2019/061545 [48].
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Appendix A. Transfer Function for Wave Induced Stresses

The transfer function for the wave induced stresses is determined from the combina-
tion of the dispersion relationship (Equation (A2)) for waves in ice [10] and the re-arranged

plate curvature definition in Equation (6) (ka = k · ζa =
σf
E

2(1−ν2)
hk ). Note that the flexural

stress, σ, replaces the flexural strength, σf . The dispersion relation is derived based on the
modified dynamic boundary condition due to the presence of the ice. In the following,
the compression term in the original derivation from Liu and Mollo-Christensen [10] is set
to zero as effects as compression due to wind forcing is not relevant for model testing and
compressive stresses due to wave action are considered small and cannot be quantified.

The stiffness term B contains the plate modulus (see also Equation (2)) with the ice
thickness h and normalized by the water density ρw. The inertia term I contains the density
ratio of ice and water and the ice thickness Equation (A1)

B =
Eh3

12(1− ν2)ρw
, I =

ρi
ρw

h (A1)

The corresponding dispersion equation with the angular wave frequency ω , the grav-
itational acceleration, g, and the wave number k is defined following Equation (A2). The
combination of Equation (6) and Equation (A2) to obtain the transfer function (σ/ζa over ω)
in Figure 11 is solved numerically.

ω =

√
gk + Bk5

1 + kI
(A2)

Appendix B

Table A1 presents the relevant technical details of the applied ultrasonic sensors.
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Table A1. Technical details of the applied ultrasonic (us) sensors.

Ultralab USS 30250 Ultralab USS 2001300

Blind area 30 mm 200 mm
Working range 250 mm 1300 mm

Techn. resolution 0.18 mm 0.36 mm
Reproducibility ±0.15% ±1 mm
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